Around the World by Bike

15,000 miles over twelve months

With... Laura

and... Tim
Tim Moss

Teacher
Age: 30

- Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society
- Guinness World Record Holder
- Published author
- Climbed new mountains in Siberia

Laura Moss

Lawyer
Age: 30

- Cycle tours from Oman to Outer Hebrides
- Crossed Wahiba Sands desert on foot
- Swum across Turkish Hellespont
- Walked width of Patagonia
Now follows...

The Top five reasons

Why we’d be great for you as a sponsor
We are a safe bet

Organised over **100 expeditions**

Across all **7 continents**

**Cycle Touring**

**Crossing Wahiba Desert**

**Around the World in 80 Ways**

**Walked Across Patagonia**

**Climbing in Siberia & Andes**
2 We tell a good story

**Published Author**
Top 10 Bestseller on Amazon’s Discovery & Exploration

“The perfect resource”
  – Bear Grylls

“An excellent book”
  – Sir Ranulph Fiennes

**Public Speaking**
St James’s Palace
National Geographic
Royal Geographical Society

**Travel Writing**
The Times 2007 Travel Writing Competition Winner
Written for Geographical, Wanderlust and Summit
3 We’ll inspire others

Tim’s website, books and talks have inspired dozens of people to undertake their own adventures

“It is really encouraging to see that people are eager to help (for free) even at the start of my journey”

Markus, cycling to Africa

“Tim has been invaluable and allowed me to complete challenges I would not have been able to without his help.”

Francis, climbing big mountains

Including all of these...

British Schools Exploring Society
Charlie Walker Explore
London-Singapore Overland
The American Rickshaw
Walking Home from Mongolia
Chimbo-Paxi Expedition
Friendship Highway Cycle
Bouldering on Mount Roraima
Francis Charlesworth mountaineering
Rob Cousins’ Coast-to-Coast triathlon
Death Railway Walk
Akshay Nanavati
Co-Bi Conference Bike
Tom Evans Exceed Possibility
Brazilian Kite Buggy Adventure
Kasim Rafiq South Pole Expedition
Vicky Unlimited Smileage
Rowena Haigh Long Horse Ride
Benji Rodgers-Wilson Earth Odyssey Expedition
Brian Perich Arctic2Argentina
UCL Expedition & Travel Committee
The One Show Matt Baker Rickshaw Challenge
James Borrell Oman
Dr Ewan Laurie Walking to Work
Alastair Humphreys Empty Quarter
Liam Wilson Svalbard Solo
Dan Martin Arctic Swimming
Lee Hughes Cycling
Brandon James New Life Travel
Kevin Shannon Because It Is There
Felicity Aston Transantarctic Expedition
Kaspersky Commonwealth Antarctic Expedition
Leon McCarron Cycling Reporter
Sean Newall Commonwealth Cycling Project
Richard Westover LEJOG
Clare Pennington Big Wilderness Canoe
Steve Blethyn
Lynne Edwards
Craig Wiffen
Ben Rees LEJOG
Dave Cornthwaite
Nikos Georgiados
Thumbs Up Africa
Mikael Strandberg
Rian Cope
Trans-European Cycle

"You really have helped me keep the faith in changing careers, when I appeared to be heading down dead end after dead end."

Tom, starting a career in expeditions

"Extremely helpful! I appreciate you taking the time to help out, and even more so to follow up.”

Leon, cycling New York to Hong Kong

“It has been invaluable and allowed me to complete challenges I would not have been able to without his help.”

Tom, starting a career in expeditions

"It is really encouraging to see that people are eager to help (for free) even at the start of my journey”

Markus, cycling to Africa
4 A guaranteed audience

The Next Challenge
What's yours?

www.thenextchallenge.org

180,000 Visitors a year

6,000 Social media followers

Google Page Rank 4
5 Bang for your buck

12 months of expedition + A permanent record at The Next Challenge = Excellent Value for money
A quick recap...

Top five reasons

1. We’re a safe bet
2. We tell a good story
3. To inspire others
4. A guaranteed audience
5. Bang for your buck
Around the World

by Bike

Laura

Tim

JOIN US

07743 862 390

tim@thenextchallenge.org

www.thenextchallenge.org